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Agenda

9:00 Welcome & Introduction – John Spindler, CEO, Capital Enterprise

9:05 Expert Overview – William van der Byl, Electric Vehicle Specialist, Delta-EE

9:20 Business Showcase

• Nick Hulin, National Sales Manager, Ubitricity

• Greg Fairbotham, CEO & Founder, Zoom-EV

• Guy Barbor, Business Development Director, Predina

• Peter Lindgren, Chief Operating Officer, TravelAi

9:40 Panel Discussion

• James Nettleton, Principal, Downing Ventures

• Alex Smout, Principal, InMotion Ventures

• Maya Pindeus, CEO & Co-Founder, Humanising Autonomy

• William van der Byl, Electric Vehicle Specialist, Delta-EE

10:25 Closing Messages – Shirin Shah, Innovation Lead, EDF Energy

10:30-11:30 Networking
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Presentation overview
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Overview of Delta-EE

MaaS and the shift to electric mobility

What does this mean for OEMs and examples 

of how they are responding to this transition
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Delta-EE helps companies navigate the energy transition

We do this by enabling organisations to develop the best strategies, business models and customer 

propositions for the energy transition

Heat
How channel disruption, 

sector coupling and new 

technologies are changing the 

heat sector

EVs & Electricity
Understand the opportunities 

and challenges from sector 

coupling between electricity 

and transport

Digital Energy
Opportunities in the  

connected home market and 

how digitalisation is changing 

the energy customer 

relationship

Flexibility & Energy 

Storage
Take advantage of the 

opportunities emerging from 

an active demand side 

Distributed Power
Global market insight & 

expertise into the growing role 

of decentralised generation  

‘New Energy’ Business Models

Identify and understand the alternative and new business models for the energy transition 

Delta-EE provides:

- Subscription Research Services

- Consultancy
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The shift towards mobility as a service (MaaS) is a transition

6

MaaS: ‘The integration of various forms of transport into a single 
mobility service accessible on demand’

Today MaaS
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MaaS involves a number of different (growing) transport 
options

7

MaaS
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A significant proportion of MaaS transport options will be 
electric

8

Today MaaS

5-10 years

Lower 

TCO

The next 5 – 10 years will see significant growth in electric 

mobility

Climate 

crisis

Clean air 

agenda

Why?
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The shift to electric mobility is a huge step

Investment

OEM investment

 $300B in the next 5 – 10 

years

Government investment

 Vehicle and chargepoint

subsidies 

 CIIF

 Legislation

9

The impact on the 

electricity sector

Charging an electric 

vehicle is equivalent to 

adding another house 

onto the grid

New opportunities for 

electricity suppliers

New business 

opportunities

Three indicators which show the magnitude of this step

1 2 3
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What does this shift mean for the OEMs?

10

1 2

What does the shift to 

privately owned electric 

vehicles mean for them?

What does the bigger shift to MaaS

(i.e. the end of private vehicle 

ownership) mean for them?

Short term Longer term
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The shift to privately owned EVs

Restructuring supply chains

New vehicle platform

Reduce revenue from maintenance 

services

New services by combining the 

transport and energy sector

 Increased customer interaction

Opportunity to combine the EV and 

energy customer

11

A threat or an opportunity for the OEMs?
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VW have taken steps to take advantage of the integration of 
the mobility and energy sectors 

12

Domestic green energy tariffs

Domestic chargepoints

Home energy management system

Destination charging

Public charging

Elli ‘ecosystem’ to 

combine the 

energy customer 

and the EV 

customer
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A bundled approach to electric mobility

13

1. OEMs are 
well positioned 
to provide 
customer with 
their mobility 
needs

2. Convenient -
one-stop-shop 
for the 
customer

3. Longer term 
– optimising 
their energy 
needs given the 
intersection of 
transport and 
energy 

Owning the customer relationship
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Beyond private car ownership

Three examples illustrating he trend towards a world without individual car 

ownership

The end of the OEMs B2C relationship? OEMs need to prepare for this.

14

The potential to lose the customer relationship

1 2 3

Oslo Bristol 28%

$1B JV to create the 

mobility service 

YOUR NOW
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YOUR NOW

15

A JV between BMW and Daimler

1. ChargeNow

2. ShareNow

3. FreeNow

4. ParkNow

5. ReachNow
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The creation of a mobility ecosystem

16

End goal is to merge these companies to form a single mobility service portfolio. 
This will result in on demand, multi-modal end-end mobility for the customer. 

Service providers Service integrators

Enablers:

Single mobility 

service portfolio
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Disclaimer

Copyright 
Copyright © 2019 Delta Energy & Environment Ltd. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, 

mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of Delta Energy & Environment Ltd.

Unless otherwise credited all diagrams in this report belong to Delta Energy & Environment Ltd.

Important 
This document contains confidential and commercially sensitive information. Should any requests for disclosure of information contained in 

this document be received, we request that we be notified in writing of the details of such request and that we be consulted and our 

comments taken into account before any action is taken.

Disclaimer 
While Delta Energy & Environment Ltd (‘Delta-EE’) considers that the information and opinions given in this work are sound, all parties must 

rely upon their own skill and judgement when making use of it. Delta-EE does not make any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, 

as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in the report and assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness 

of such information. Delta will not assume any liability to anyone for any loss or damage arising out of the provision of this report.

The report contains projections that are based on assumptions that are subject to uncertainties and contingencies. Because of the subjective 

judgements and inherent uncertainties of projections, and because events frequently do not occur as expected, there can be no assurance 

that the projections contained herein will be realised and actual events may be difference from projected results. Hence the projections supplied 

are not to be regarded as firm predictions of the future, but rather as illustrations of what might happen. Parties are advised to base their 

actions of an awareness of the range of such projections, and to note that the range necessarily broadens in the latter years of the projections.
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Business Showcase

Greg Fairbotham
CEO & Founder,

Zoom-EV

Guy Barbor
Business Development 

Director, Predina

Peter Lindgren
Chief Operating 

Officer, TravelAi

Nick Hulin
National Sales 

Manager, Ubitricity



28th November 2019
Nick Hulin – National Sales Manager 



About Us
Idea to Implementation 

2008 to 2019

› Founded by Dr Frank Pawlitscheck and Knut Hechtfischer

› Concept of mobile metering and lamp post sockets (Patents granted)

› HQ in Berlin company has grown to over 70 people. Hardware and
software design, product development and manufacture, operations
and corporate functions.

› UK subsidiary established in 2018

Investors

› March 2019 secured €20m through series C funding

› Heinz Durr remains major shareholder

› EDF increases stake (major strategic shareholder)

› Honda invests and becomes the third strategic shareholder alongside
EDF and Siemens

New Structure, New Management (2019)

› Lex Hartman joins as CEO to head up Group (previously MD at TenneT
TSO, the Dutch equivalent of the National Grid)

› Dan Bentham joins as MD of UK subsidiary (previously of EDF Energy)



UK Market
Accelerating Growth

2008 to 2018

› Delivered over c.50% of the total UK public access charge 
point installs in Q2 2019 

› Leader in major cities such as London, Portsmouth and 
Liverpool

› Over 1,600 public charge points delivered to date with 1,300 
in 2019 alone

2019 onwards

› Near term objectives: Build UK business (sales, operations 
and customer care) 

› Accelerate roll-out of existing street light and bollard offering 
and become the established market leader

› New markets: UK fleets and residential customers 

› New offerings: Demand response (time of use and ancillary 
services) and smart grid management

Objective is to 
continue expansion 
in current areas 
and to expand into 
other cities and 
regions

Uniquely delivered 
high density of 

charge points 

Objective is to 
replicate this across 
all local authorities



Why provide residential charging?
Solutions when no charger available

Most extreme example seen to date.  

Not in the UK…
(Believe this was Paris)



Why provide residential charging?
Solutions when no charges available

4th storey window?

Extension lead…



Why provide residential charging?
Solutions when no charger available



Why provide residential charging?
Solutions when no charger available



Why provide residential charging?
Solutions when no charger available



Unmetered street lights

Utilising more of what is already there

› Power: 230V, single phase, up to 5.5kW
› Designed for longer stay / overnight charging typically

› Plug: Type 2
› UK Standard for all public fast charging infrastructure

› Different retrofit options
› In column or on column

Ease of Installation

› Physical site survey required

› Retrofitted into existing street lighting columns in around 30 – 40 
minutes

› Can be pre-installed in new columns

Safe & Secure 

› Cable physically locked into socket until released by driver         
(or in the event of a power cut to the street light)

› Socket is not powered up until car plugged in and ready to charge

› If required socket can be removed and redeployed, no stranded 
assets



Made in Worcester by NAL Ltd, the EV charging bollards are plug & play for easy installation and 
maintenance, and self-righting in case of a vehicle knock.  The bollard can take the power supply from a 

street lighting column or from a dedicated feeder pillar.

Residential EV Charging
Manchester Bollard



Payment options
Pay As You Go

› With a measuring device in every column and a 
communication sim card, residents and the public can 
access sockets with Pay As You Go tariffs

› Access is granted simply via scanning a QR code with a 
smart phone

› Works with any standard charging cable

› Choice of tariffs can be agreed with the asset owner

Your smart phone 
+ a simple QR 

code



Payment options
SmartCable

SmartCable

› Contains European MID approved meter

› Has a sim card for communication to the cloud

› Has option for working in areas with no mobile reception 
(offline authorisation, cable will wake up later and push the 
data)

› All charging transactions are itemised and billed monthly, the 
exact same principal as a mobile phone

› Bring your own personal or corporate tariffs to the socket



SmartCable tarrifs, 
offering genuine 
choice for 
residents.

Local energy for local 
residents.

| 31



Branded charging infrastructure and services: 
Local energy for local residents 

SimpleSocket Mobile applicationsSmartCable

1 2 3

+ +
#ONWARDTOGETHER

For you, not profit



Value Proposition

33

• Hardware

• Installation & 
Maintenance

• Customer Services

• Billing 

Ecosystem

• Local Authorities
• Businesses
• Fleets
• Residential Homes

High Value Services

• Data Management & 
Insights

• Smart Charging
• Vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
• Smart Grids / Cities

Vertical (Turn Key)
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Thank You
www.ubitricity.co.uk

http://www.ubitricity.co.uk/


Gesellschaft für verteilte Energiesysteme mbH

EUREF-Campus | Haus 7-8

10829 Berlin

www.ubitricity.com

1 Fore Street

Moorgate

London 

EC2Y 9DT

www.ubitricity.co.uk

Nick Hulin

National Sales Manager

07796 768225

nick.hulin@ubitricity.co.uk

mailto:Nick.hulin@ubitricity.co.uk


Driving Sustainable Journeys

www.zoom-ev.com



The Team

Greg is an ex commercial lead at BP 

and is building Zoom to be a leader in e-

mobility and have a global impact.

Greg Fairbotham - Founder

James led Charging Solutions (acquired by 

Chargemaster) to become a global leader in EV 

charging.

James Jean-Louis - CCO

Jeff is a Chartered Accountant with 

30+ years as an FD for one of the 

largest automobile dealer groups.

Jeff Fairbotham - CFO

Ollie is a marketing specialist 

who co-founded Body Power, 

an international fitness event.

Ollie Upton

Marketing

Maya Mahmood

Business Support Analyst

Maya is a BSc Geography 

graduate  who worked on Zoom’s 

shared EV initiative project as an 

undergraduate. 



Who are Zoom?... What do we do?

Electric Vehicle Insurance Policies

EV Services Bundle providing EV drivers with 
specific benefits

Electric Vehicle Sharing Platform



Electric Vehicles Are Here . . . Now

UK Govt target 
50% vehicles to 

be ultra low 
emissions by 

2030 (Road to 
Zero strategy)

Every brand you 
can think of will 

have an EV

2020 over 60 
models

8 years ago 
only 5 models 

available 

BIK Changes in 2020 Environmental impacts Changing Behaviours



Zoom’s EV Sharing Platform

Increases the use of idle 

electric cars and vans in a 

purpose-built community

Connects sharers to market 

leading public charging and 

parking services

Provides revenue 

generating opportunities 

from idle electric assets

A progressive platform 

making it easy to use 

electric vehicles

https://beta.zoomcarshare.com/


Zoom’s EV Services Bundle

Charging Parking Home Charging Green Energy



Zoom’s EV Insurance Product

Price competitive 

Delivered by a trained team 

EV specific policy wording 

EV benefits included 



DATA

EV SERVICES 
BUNDLE

EV 
INSURANCE

EV SHARING 
PLATFORM



What key difficulties do we face?

Product
Product Availability

EV Insurance

EV Education

Progressive 

Insurance



Our Vision

Leading EV Services & benefits program

Market Leading EV insurance provider

A Global EV sharing brand



www.zoom-ev.com

QUESTIONS



Getting people from A to B safely

PREDINA
Getting people from A to B safely



Who we are 

• Deep tech company – formed in December 2016

• Use AI to dynamically predict where and when road collisions are likely to happen 

• Deliver this information to help drivers (and riders) avoid them 

• Investors include Entrepreneur First, AI Seed and Ada Ventures

• Supported by Google “AI for Social Good” programme

• UK Government ‘AI For Growth’  programme

• AI team – key members  
• PhD, University College London
• Research Fellow, Kings College, London
• PhD Imperial College, London
• MSc Edinburgh University



What we do (1) – AI to risk assess a location at a given time

1

2

3
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9

Hotspot



What we do (2) – examples of contextual data

• Weather (including rain/snow, temperature, visibility etc.)

• Amenities (including shops, schools etc.)

• Road geometry including;
• Junction information
• Pedestrian services
• Street lighting

• Traffic volumes

• Vehicle types (HGV, LCV, car etc.)

• Events

• Historic collision data (time, position, severity etc.)

Who What

Where

How

Risk Assessment

Contextual 
Risk Assessment

Telematics



What we do (3) – risk assess journeys  

Highly granular - up to 100 locations 
assessed per mile in urban areas

2 Hotspots



What we do (4) – Avoid and Alert 

Choice of up to 3 risk 
assessed routes –

choose lowest risk to 
maximise AVOID 

ALERT provided throughout chosen journey



Summary 

• Highly accurate predictions – 83% in a 6 month trial with 300 vehicles for Linde

• Predictions are actionable (Avoid and Alert) and have a tangible impact – 25% reduction in collisions in Linde trial

• Applicable to both human and autonomous drivers - long term value

• Strong use case in insurance market 
• Reduces the frequency and severity of claims 
• Provides a Travel Risk Score to improve pricing and risk management
• Safety focus (not ‘spy in the cab’)

• Strong use case in fleet market
• Reduces the direct and indirect costs of collisions 
• Compliance – Work Related Road Safety (HSE INDG382) journey risk assessment 

• Saves lives



Getting people from A to B safely

www.predina.com



We help organisations focus on 

their customers’ mobility needs

Peter Lindgren, Co-founder
peter@travelai.co.uk

IDEALondon Future Mobility Breakfast - The Business of Mobility
26th November 2019 



An example: EV charging location



An example: EV charging location



“We want to become the Amazon of transportation…

A platform of transport services ”

Uber CEO 

Sept ‘18

Transformational opportunities

Convenience Personalisation On demand



Transport data is fragmented

Single mode silos
Fixed points in 

network

Lacks visibility of 

passengers



7m miles of multi-modal user data

Multi-
modal

Battery 
optimised

Global 
coverage

Transport 
Specific 

AI expertise

Routes No user input Dual OS 
support

Places & 
purpose

+



Software License

• Easy to embed in existing apps

• No maintenance burden

• Frictionless for user

Data Subscription 

• Near real time data

• Customer focus

• Competitor insights

Flexible business model



Clients and prospects

Identifying 

partnerships/ 

acquisitions & 

MaaS bundles 

Led £2m project

5 cities

Customer 

focus

Mobility 

company

> €70bn revenue

Cities Transport operators New Entrants



Highways England – MyWays digital surveys

Rapid, responsive, 

digital travel surveys.



Pete-MEngZac-BEng, MBA Fin, MA RCA Samuli- PhDMichalis-PhD Telmo- MEng

Experienced Advisers

Transport-specific AI
Geospatial 

Information Systems
Smartphone Systems

Specialisms

Expert team



Thank you

Peter Lindgren, Co-founder

peter@travelai.co.uk

Featured in

Focus on your 

customers’ mobility 

needs.



James Nettleton
Principal, Downing 

Ventures

Maya Pindeus
CEO & Co-Founder, 

Humanising Autonomy

Alex Smout
Principal, InMotion

Ventures

John Spindler
CEO, Capital Enterprise

William van der Byl
Electric Vehicle Specialist, 

Delta-EE

Panel Discussion

With businesses competing for a share of customers’ mobility spends, 

what are the critical success factors for mobility business models?



• Your programme

• Get involved as a speaker, headline sponsor, promotional supporter or 

host / co-host specific events

• Survey – tell us what you want to cover in future events

• ‘IDEALondon Future Mobility Programme’ LinkedIn group

• Next events: evening of 11 December 2019 on the role of Artificial Intelligence in 

Future Mobility

• Reminder: we have space opening up at IDEALondon

Closing Messages



#IDEALMobility
For further information please contact Shirin.Shah@edfenergy.com or Darren@capitalenterprise.org

THANK YOU!

mailto:Shirin.Shah@edfenergy.com
mailto:Darren@capitalenterprise.org

